World Conspiracy
The New World Order theory states that a group of international elites controls governments,
industry, and media organizations, with the goal of establishing global hegemony.
Hegemony - leadership or dominance, especially by one country or social group over others.
They are alleged to be implicated in most of the major wars of the last two centuries, to carry out
secretly staged events, and to deliberately manipulate economies. Organizations alleged to be part of
the plot include the Federal Reserve System, the Illuminati, the Council on Foreign
Relations, Trilateral Commission, the Bilderberg Group, the European Union, the United Nations,
the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, Bohemian Grove, Le Cercle and Yale University
society Skull and Bones.
Illuminati - masterminding events and planting agents in government and corporations, in order to
gain political power and influence and to establish a New World Order. Central to some of the more
widely known and elaborate conspiracy theories, the Illuminati are depicted as lurking in the shadows
and pulling the strings and levers of power.
Bilderberg Meeting - Since its inaugural Meeting in 1954, the annual meeting has been a forum for
informal discussions to foster dialogue between Europe and North America. Every year, approx. 130
political leaders and experts from industry, finance, labor, academia and the media are invited to take
part.
Bohemian Grove - Every July, some of the richest and most powerful men in the world gather at a
2,700 acre campground in Monte Rio, Calif., for two weeks of heavy drinking, super-secret talks, and
other rituals.
George Soros - Hungarian-American investor has been the subject of conspiracy theories since the
1990s. Soros has used his wealth to promote many political, social, educational and scientific causes,
disbursing grants totaling an estimated $11 billion up to 2016. However, theories tend to assert that
Soros is in control of a large portion of the world's wealth and governments, and that he secretly funds
a large range of persons and organizations for nefarious purposes, such as Antifa, which the
conspiracy theorists claim is a single far-left militant group. Soros conspiracy theories are sometimes
linked to antisemitic conspiracy theories
Freemasonry - Conspiracy theories concerning the Freemasons have proliferated since the 18th
century. Theorists have alleged that Freemasons control large parts of the economies or judiciaries of
a number of countries. Freemason conspiracy theories have also been linked to certain antisemitic
conspiracy theories.
White genocide conspiracy theory - a white nationalist notion that immigration, integration, low
fertility rates and abortion are being promoted in predominantly white countries in order to
turn white people into a minority or cause their extinction. A 2017 study in France for example, found
that 48% of participants believed that political and media elites are conspiring to replace white people
with immigrants.
Do you believe there are world conspiracies?

What kind of conspiracies?
Other kinds of world conspiracies?
Can one do anything about this kind of thinking?
Are any of these conspiracies in the United States?
What does a new world order mean?

